Bristol Valley Theatre, Naples, NY
2015 Season
Godspell 2015, June 11 - 21
The NEW New Testament Musical! If you’ve never seen this fun-filled, high energy musical based on the Gospel
according to Matthew, now is your chance. If you’ve experienced it before, trust us - it’s never been quite like this. With
a score by the composer of Wicked, and updated punch lines from the recent Broadway revival, this new Godspell will
have toes tapping, hearts singing and guts busting!
Who Is Theo?, June 25 - July 5
World premiere! Should you just let sleeping leprechauns lie? It’s St. Patrick’s Day in New York City when a strange
man (dressed as a leprechaun!) appears in Donna and Ellie’s apartment. Is he actually magical, or just a drunken fool?
Either way, he somehow keeps disappearing and appearing again in different rooms! Mix in a sleep-deprived
roommate, a novice policeman, numerous 911 calls, a zombie scare, a little romance and a lot of green beer, and this
fast-paced new American farce will have you dying to know...Who Is Theo?
RENT, July 9 - 19
The Broadway sensation that lit up the Silver Screen, toured the nation for over a decade and won the Tony Award for
Best Musical and the Pulitzer comes to the stage! This contemporary classic celebrates the joys and the heartaches of
a year in the life of a group of bohemian artists living in NYC’s East Village in the early 90’s. A compelling rock score
includes hits such “Seasons of Love” and “One Song Glory.”
Black Comedy, July 23 - August 2
When the lights go off, the fun turns on… It’s the biggest night of Brindsley’s life! He’s pulled out all the stops to impress
his flighty new fiancée and her hard-nosed father, including embellishing his humble apartment with furniture ’borrowed’
from an absentee neighbor. Then - the lights go out! Brindsley blindly struggles to salvage the evening, but the
unexpected return of the neighbor - not to mention a surprise visit from a jealous ex-girlfriend - mean that he might be
better off keeping everyone in the dark! A laugh-out-loud look at what really goes on when the lights go out!
Becky’s New Car, August 6 - 18
A devious comic romp down the road not taken. Becky Foster doesn’t have a bad life; it’s just stuck in neutral. She has
a decent job at a car dealership, a solid husband and a freeloading, twenty-something son living in her basement. She
isn’t exactly unhappy, but then an honest misunderstanding with a wealthy widower offers Becky the chance at an
exciting double life. Mishaps turn to mischief and before she can hit the brakes things quickly accelerate out of her
control. Suddenly Becky’s racing down life’s highway with some dangerous curves to negotiate and a mountain of
hilarious cover-ups along the way. Fasten your seat belt and enjoy the ride!
Family Matters, August 20 - 30
A musical family album! Join a cast of four sharing plenty of melodies, memories and laughter as we take a tuneful look
at the fun and foibles of family! From “Teach Your Children Well” to “Daddy Sang Bass” to “If Mama Were Married,” it’s
a musical celebration of the joy and power of the ties that bind.
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